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Greetings I AM STEM Family,
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Monday: Backyard Science 
Tuesday: Sheep Eye Dissection
Wednesday: Worm Dissection 
Thursday: Owl Pellets 
Friday: Taste Test Science 

Please join the Culminating Ceremony
taking place on Thursday, July 14, 2022
at 12:15 PM EST via Zoom.

Rock out with I AM STEM! We had a blast this week creating different
types of musical instruments out of recyclable materials. Scholars
learned about frequency, amplitude, and wavelength. Pitch is the
audio vibration that an instrument produces - or the frequency of the
sound wave. Our STEM activities centered on making music! 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1y62TNww5VZolqIOJvUbZ73DILLjnOH9u7ouV5cBJxxA/edit?usp=sharing
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Scholars OfScholars Of  

the Weekthe Week

Scholar Rubye Chieza
Kindergarten - 1st Grade

Scholar Xavier James
2nd - 3rd Grade

Scholar Zuri Johnson
4th - 5th Grade

Scholar Issac Strozier
Middle School Boys

Scholar Daryn Herring
Middle School Girls

Scholar Antonio King Jr. 
High School

Scholar Xavier comes to 
class each day ready to 

learn and eager to share 
what he knows! He’s an 
active participant in all 

class discussions and 
activities. He also 
willingly asks and 

answers questions to 
have a better 

understanding. Keep up 
the great work!

Scholar Daryn is always 
one of the first to share 

her thoughts. She 
actively participates in

all lessons and has 
proven to be a stellar  
scholar at I AM STEM 

Camp and a leader at her 
host site. We are proud 
of you Scholar Daryn! 

Scholar King is a shining
star that actively

participates and engages in
lessons. His responsiveness

and enthusiasm for
learning makes class

periods smoother and has
the ability liven up the
room. He is a dynamic

learner who is not afraid to
make mistakes. Keep up
the great work Antonio!

Scholar Zuri is an 
absolute joy to have in 

camp!  Zuri always 
adds a burst of positive 
and exciting energy to 

each lesson. Scholar 
Zuri is enthusiastic to 

actively participates in 
all activities. Awesome 

job! 

Scholar Rubye always 
comes to class ready and 
willing to participate. She 

has a great wealth of 
knowledge and does not 

hesitate to share with 
her peers. Rubye's bright 
smile and excitement for 
learning are contagious 
and it makes our time 
together so much fun!

Scholar Issac is a very talented
young man. He uses his unique

abilities to connect several
concepts learned in class to his
experiences as a musician and

gamer. Issac applied his
understanding of wavelength

and frequency to explain pitch
changes on his guitar. In addition
to the guitar, Issac also plays the

saxophone and bongos. He
shined all week in Game Based

Learning by utilizing his abilities
as a gamer to demonstrate
Newton's Laws on Rocket

League. 



XylophoneXylophone
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Scholars made paper
roll xylophones that

create a different pitch
based on the length of
the tube.  They learned
that pitch is created by
sound waves vibrating

at different frequencies.  
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MarAcasMarAcas
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Scholars utilized their creative
skills to make maracas.  Some

scholars chose to fill their
maracas with rice and others
chose beans.  They noticed

that maracas created a
different sounds based on

the items that were used to
fill them. 
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FluteFlute
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Scholars had fun
constructing straw pan flutes.  

They learned that sound is
produced by the vibration of
an air stream blowing across
the opening of the straw. It

incorporated mathematics as
they measured and cut

different lengths. Then they
created melodies by varying

the pitch.    



BANJO &BANJO &  

BongosBongos
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Scholars had the option of building their own banjo or
bongos. With all of these instruments, we can really make

some music! Encanto soundtrack...here we come!
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Supply List & STEMSupply List & STEM  

Resource cardsResource cards
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@I AM STEM camp@i_am_stem
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This week is the final week of
the virtual component of 

I AM STEM Camp.  We ask all
parents, scholars, and friends

to join us as we
commemorate the success

and accomplishments of our
amazing STEM scholars.

Date: Thursday, July 14, 2022
Time: 12:15PM EST

Where: Zoom link on website
 

https://zoom.us/meeting/register/tJMuf-irqD4pHNBxBsW71BYYnx6d5zd0hE8E
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